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Chapter 640: Disgrace 

The reporters all quietened down and piled their cameras in front of Feng Qing, waiting attentively for 

her to say something affirmative. Many reporters were even secretly excited. If Feng Qing really agreed, 

it would definitely be explosive news. She would challenge the entire Xia country’s music industry alone 

and she would no longer survive in the music industry. 

 

 

At this moment, Han Jintian said coldly, “You don’t have to ask her anymore. I won’t cooperate with the 

Siren, and I won’t cooperate with singers either. Since no one is willing to sing the theme song for my 

movie, I will not have the theme song. Who stipulated that a movie must have the theme song?” 

 

 

Speaking up to this point, he exuded a cold aura as he swept his gaze across all the reporters. “A good 

movie depends on its content and not the theme song. My movie will be released on time and will not 

be delayed because of the lack of the theme song. I believe the box office will give the fairest answer.” 

 

 

Upon hearing his words, the reporters immediately turned their attention to Han Jintian and asked 

questions curiously. 

 

 

“Director Han, why aren’t you cooperating with the Siren? Doesn’t her heavenly voice meet your 

requirements for the theme song?” 

 

 

“Miss Siren is a very capable singer. When she collaborated with Li Shaoqun on the album, she even 

participated in the composition of the lyrics. Did she participate in the modification of Director Han’s 

movie theme song?” 



 

 

“Director Han, did you meet Miss Siren here to let her try out the movie theme?” 

 

 

Han Jintian felt a headache coming on as he listened to the reporters’ messy questions. Even the wound 

on his head hurt even more. Then, he roared, “Are you all idiots? Didn’t you understand what I said? I’ve 

already made it very clear that the Siren won’t participate in the production of the theme song. Why are 

you still circling around her?” 

 

 

However, it was fine if he didn’t flare up, but once he did, it attracted the interest of the reporters even 

more. With their many years of work experience, the reporters smelled something unusual. 

 

 

“Director Han, since you don’t want to cooperate with the Siren, why are you still protecting her like 

this? Do you have other thoughts about the Siren?” 

 

 

“May I ask what your relationship with the Siren is? Are you just friends?” 

 

 

“It looks like the relationship between the Siren and Director Han is extraordinary. Siren, you haven’t 

answered our question just now. What do you think of Director Han’s relationship with the male actor?” 

 

 

The reporters were divided into two groups. One group asked Han Jintian, and the other group turned 

around to attack Feng Qing, ignoring Han Jintian’s anger. 



 

 

The veins on Han Jintian’s face twitched violently as he watched these people surround Feng Qing and 

ask questions like flies. He clenched his fists so tightly that they creaked. For some reason, a violent 

anger surged from the bottom of his heart. He had never been as angry as he was now when he was 

defamed for sleeping with the male actor. 

 

 

Just as Han Jintian was about to chase all these reporters out, Feng Qing, who was surrounded by the 

reporters, finally said, “I’ve heard many people talk about Director Han and the male actor, Mo Yi, on 

the set. I’ve also seen some reports. It seems that after the movie finished filming, the third male lead, 

Mo Yi, exposed that he was violated in the hotel room after he was drugged by Director Han. He even 

sent out many photos to prove it.” 

 

 

Speaking up to this point, Feng Qing raised her head and said with a peach blossom-like face, “But I saw 

some videos on the Internet. The actor, Mo Yi, was helping the obviously drunk Director Han into the 

hotel. Therefore, I’m very puzzled. Director Han was clearly drunk as mud. How did he violate Mo Yi?” 

 

 

The moment that was said, the reporters surrounding her were stunned. Han Jintian was also stunned. 

Without thinking, he knew that Feng Qing was helping him. Moreover, she was the first person who 

dared to speak up for him in front of the media. 

 

 

Han Jintian looked straight at Feng Qing and subconsciously bit his lips. He felt that Feng Qing might 

have made a mistake. She actually dared to risk the world’s condemnation. Didn’t she know that the 

hunter will shoot the bird that sticks out? 

 

 



The entire entertainment industry experienced an earthquake after the news of Han Jintian drugging the 

male actor at the film crew’s wrap banquet was exposed. The radiation area of the earthquake was not 

only limited to Xia country, but also shocked the International Film Association and the Director’s 

Association. The bad impact it caused was incalculable. 

 

 

Although this matter was filled with loopholes, no one really cared about the truth. Everyone just 

wanted to see the excitement and personally witness how a young genius director fell from grace. 

 

 


